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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report documents the mathematical model and sources of radiation
used for the radiation analysis and shielding activities in support of the
design of the 1137400E version of the 75,000 Ibs thrust NERVA engine. It
supersedes and replaces the last published Common Radiation Analysis Model
(CRAM) document (ANSC Report - RN-S-0551, 6 March 1970).
The nuclear subsystem (NSS) and non-nuclear components are treated in
two separate sections. The NSS section is as submitted by WANL for the Rl
reactor with composite fuel. From the standpoint of neutron leakage which
determines non-nuclear component secondary gamma sources, there is no essen-
tial difference between the graphite and composite core NSS configurations.
In the forward direction the pressure vessel neutron leakage magnitudes were
adjusted to be equal to the specification extreme leakages legislated in
the engine specification. This then resulted in non-nuclear component
sources which would not be exceeded with either candidate NSS design.
The geometrical model for the NSS is two dimensional as would be re-
quired for the DOT discrete ordinates computer code or for an azimuthally
symetrical three dimensional Point Kernel or Monte Carlo code.
The geometrical model for the non-nuclear components is three dimensional
in the FASTER geometry format. This geometry routine is inherent in the ANSC
versions of the QAD and GGG Point Kernel programs and the COHORT Monte Carlo
program.
The nuclear subsystem section also includes data pertaining to a pressure
vessel surface radiation source data tape which has been used as the basis for
starting ANSC analyses with the DASH code to bridge into the COHORT Monte
Carlo code using the WANL supplied DOT angular flux leakage data.
In addition to the model descriptions and sources of radiation, the





Figures 1 and 2 show two views of the 1137400E engine con-
figuration components forward of the reactor including the upper portion
of the pressure vessel assembly. Some of the major zones in the mathemati-
cal model description of these components are superimposed in these two
figures. The basic mathematical model is essentially mass equivalent to
the actual engine in that the mass of the engine between two engine station
planes, which are a foot or more apart, is closely approximated by the
mathematical model between these planes. The total math model description
represents the actual engine mass within 1%. The mass distribution is
approximated as closely as was possible within reasonable computer running
times.
A total of 172 zones and boundaries were used to describe
the components forward of the pressure vessel. The nozzle and nozzle exten-
sion were represented by zones and boundaries. The cylindrical portion of
the pressure vessel was represented exactly as a single annular zone.
The non-nuclear components were originally described for
the 1137400C engine configuration and only the engine station locations were
changed in remodeling for the E engine design. It was decided that the
model was sufficiently complicated and the analysis much too expensive to
repeat for the changes in some of the components from the C to E engine
designs.
Figure 3 depicts the model representing a conglomerate of
small engine parts and the lower thrust structure (LTS). The gimbal actuator
models are shown in Figure 4 and the gimbal regions in Figure 5. The upper
thrust structure (UTS) region is shown in Figure 6. The few zone model of
the turbopump assembly (TPA) is depicted in Figures 7 and 8. A much more
detailed model of the TPA was used to compute radiation heating levels
Internal to the TFA, as reported in Engineering Operations Report N8140R:71-0005.
-2-
The pump Inlet line, pump shutoff valve, turbine inlet line,
turbine bypass line, turbine exhaust line, pump discharge line, and struc-
tural support cooldown line are depicted in Figures 9 through 14. These
regions are based on the C engine configuration but present a fair repre-
sentation of the mass distribution and secondary source magnitudes for the
E engine.
Figures 15 through 24 depict the zones in the CRAM which are
required to describe the void regions in the engine forward of the pressure
vessel. These are extremely important from a radiation transport viewpoint
and are required to complete the mathematical model without resorting to
slab configurations.
Figures 25 and 26 depict the nozzle and nozzle extension
models. The extension model shown here is for the Columbium alloy backup
configuration. A simple model was required for the primary configuration
employing a graphite material, as it was assumed that secondary gamma and
inelastic scatter gamma sources would be minimal for such a design.
Appendix A is a computer listing of the FASTER geometry CRAM
including zone and boundary descriptions in cm units with the origin of
the model at 220 and R=0 on the engine axis at the mating plane between
the pressure vessel and nozzle flange. This corresponds to an engine
station of 206.93 inches. The dimensions of all the figures in this
report are keyed to this model zero location.
-3-
View of Forward Portion of 1137AOOE Engine
Configuration - Showing Twin Turbopumps
-4- Figure 1
View of Forward Portion of 1137400E Engine
• - Configuration - Showing Line Routing ARCund Disk Shield















Note: Zone k includes UOO Ibs for Instrumentation
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-26- Figure 23
Void Regions









2. Materials of Composition
Tables 1 and 2 presents the materials of composition for
each of the regions of the non-nuclear component portions forward of and
Including the pressure vessel. Two identification numbering systems are
used, one for the QAD Point Kernel model and another for the COHORT Monte
Carlo model. The zones are as described in the appropriate figures and
Appendix A.
Tables 3 and 4 present similar materials of composition
information for the ARMCO nozzle and Columbium alloy backup nozzle exten-
sion models. The prime candidate graphite nozzle extension is represented
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3. Sources of Radiation
The computer printout listed in Table 5 presents the
secondary gamma sources for the combinations of regions grouped into
thirteen equivalent sources. The $ and Z locations of these effective
sources are the second and third vertical columns for lines 000004, 10,
17, 24, 31, 38, 52, 59, 66, 73, 80 and 87. The sources are given in
units of mev/in per energy group in descending order. The energy group
structure is listed on the second page of this table.
Table 6 is a computer listing of the capture gamma, in-
elastic scatter gamma and total gamma sources in the 45 regions used
to describe the ARMCO nozzle and Columbium nozzle extension. As was
discussed earlier, sources are not available for the graphite nozzle
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No. Designates Region Number
-58- Figure 25
COLUMBIUM NOZZLE EXTENSION MODEL





NOTE: Prime candidate graphite nozzle extension model not shown
as sources are negligible In graphite.
-59- Flgure 26
4. Methods of Analysis
The non-nuclear components are described in three dimen-
sional terms in the FASTER geometry routine suitable for direct use with
the ANSC versions of the QAD and GGG Point Kernel codes or the COHORT
Monte Carlo code.
The secondary gamma source strengths in the forward direc-
tion were computed for the model of the 1137400C engine configuration. It
was not deemed economically feasible to repeat the analysis for the
1137400E configuration. The neutron angular and energy leakage data from
WANL was inputed into the DASH code and normalized in magnitude to be equal
to the specification extreme levels, as reported in the engine specifica-
tion. The COHORT model of the components and propellant tank bottom was
used to compute the neutron transport and subsequent secondary gamma sources.
The UDAP code was used to categorize the secondary sources by groups of
regions, reducing the number of sources to 13.
A similar DOT/DASH/COHORT/UDAP coupling was used to compute
the sources in the nozzle and nozzle extension. The cylindrical portion
of the pressure vessel source was taken from the WANL-DOT model. The
curved portions of the pressure vessel were estimated from DASH and Point
Kernel data. These data were used to back extrapolate to the pressure
vessel closure dome and curved bottom near the nozzle flange.
The neutron flux was treated as follows: The sixteen group
structure from the DOT leakage tape was used as input to the COHORT Monte
Carlo analysis through the DASH code by reformating into sixteen source
energy groups. Particle histories were generated in the HOI procedure in
COHORT and neutrons were followed in twenty two groups. These twenty two
group fluxes were then analyzed with the A02 and A03 analysis routines.
Since these are Monte Carlo procedures, based on particle history informa-
tion, the identification with the original energy group structure is only
indirect.
-60-
Table 7 lists the neutron and photon energy group struc-
tures used in these analysis.
The neutron sources for any other analyses can be obtained
from the WANL-DOT analyses reported in this document.
Each of the computer codes used in the ANSC analyses is
described in Engineering Operations Report N8140:R-72-0015. Users
Manuals and sample problems are included in that report along with de-
scription material on each method of analysis.
-61-
TABLE 7
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1. PURPOSE 2. ASSUMPTIONS/METHODS 3. CONCLUSIONS (USE CONTINUATION SHEET IF NECESSARY) '
1. PURPOSE
To document the CRAA4 for the R-l reactor employing composite fuel and a shaped intemai
shield. This document contains: (1) a geometric and material description of the NSS suitable
for use in radiation analysis, (2) radiation source strengths and distributions in each geometric
region of the NSS, and (3) a description of the radiation leakage flux data contained on the
CRAM data tapes. (This work was accomplished under Project 712, Work Statement f.52.)
2. ASS UMPTIONS/METHODS
The following were employed to develop the CRAM:
(a) The composite core weights, dimensions, and atom densities were obtained from
Reference 1.
(b) The PDR recommended design (Reference 2) for all ECC's, except the internal shield
were employed in this CRAM.
(c) The "shaped" internal shield geometry is based on WANL Drawing 940J511.
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SHEET _2_ OF J02_
A detailed discussion of the method of analysis is given in the body of this DRM.
3. CONCLUSIONS
. The geometric model of the R-l Nuclear.Subsystem is shown in Figure 1 as a cross-sectional
view of the reactor taken in the R-Z plane. The model shown in Figure 1 is referenced to the
intersection of the reactor axis with the pressure vessel-nozzle mating plane and all dimensions
are given in centimeters. The material composition of each of the 36 geometric regions shown
in Figure 1 is given in Table 1.
The gamma ray source strengths for each of the zones depicted in Figure 1 are given in
Table 2; and are presented in the standard WISDM 13 energy group structure. These data
represent the total gamma ray energy release rate (Mev/Sec) in each region for maximum
gamma activity during operation. This condition occurs at the end of an assumed 60 minute
reactor burn at a power level of 1515 megawatts (Thermal).
The spatial variation of the source strength in each geometric region is presented in
Figures 2 through 73. These are two figures for each region. The first figure depicts the
radial distribution of source strength within the region, whereas the second figure gives
the axial variation.
The envelope which defines the leakage surface of the NSS is the external surface
of the NSS analytical model employed in the DOT-IIW calculations.
This leakage surface is subdivided according to the dimensions shown in Table 3 and 4.
The CRAM data tapes contain the leakage fluxes from each interval defined on the surface
and for each discrete direction.
The angular quadrature data corresponding to the discrete direction fluxes are listed in
Tables 5 and 6. The contents of the CRAM data tapes are described in Tables 7 and 8.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The development of the CRAM NSS radiation sources involves the use of the DOT-IIW
and NAGS(5) codes to produce the NSS internal radiation source description and the NSS
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Two coupled neutron DOT-IIW calculations were performed to compute 16 group neutron
fluxes throughout a reactor modelW similar to that shown in Figure 1. The first was a neutron
fixed source calculations on that part of the reactor which extends from Z = 23.04 to an axial
plane located a short distance into the BATH central shield. From this fixed source problem,
the neutron flux distributions throughout the aft portion of the analytical model were obtained.
In addition, an angular and energy dependent boundary source, based on the angular flux dis-
tributions near the forward face of the core support plate, was generated. Using this boundary
source as a coupling mechanism, a second DOT-IIW calculation was employed to obtain neutron
flux distributions throughout the forward portions of the analytical model.
The neutron problem on the aft portion of the reactor utilized 4160 spatial mesh cells
arranged in an array of 52 radial by 80 axial mesh cells. The boundary source calculation
contained 5420 spatial mesh cells in a 52 radial by 85 axial array. Both calculations employed
16 group, PQ -transport corrected neutron cross sections and an Sg order of angular quadrature.
The neutron fluxes obtained from the two DOT-IIW calculations were input to the
data processing code which combines neutron flux data together with neutron reaction cross
sections (i.e., neutron radiative capture, fission, and inelastic scatter) and photon production
data to produce a spatial and energy dependent photon source in each spatial mesh cell of the
analytical model.
This NAGS photon source data by mesh cell is used in photon DOT-IIW calculations to
compute 13 group photon flux distributions through the reactor modelW similar to that shown
in Figure 1. The photon DOT-IIW problems are: (1) a coupled calculation of two DOT-IIW
problems to analyze the photon transport due to the photon sources in the first neutron problem
(i.e., the portion of the NSS extending from Z = 23.04 to an axial position located a short
distance into the BATH shield), and (2) a DOT-IIW calculation to analyze the photon transport
due to the photon sources in the second neutron problem (i.e., the portion of the NSS from the
.forward face of the support plate to the pressure vessel). The coupled calculation involves the
use of the NAGS calculated fixed photon source distribution in the first portion of the reactor
to obtain the flux distribution and an energy and angular dependent boundary source as a
coupling mechanism to obtain the photon flux distribution throughout the forward portion of the
analytical model.
The photon problem on the aft portion of the reactor utilized 2808 spatial mesh cells
arranged in an array of 52 radial by 54 axial mesh intervals. The boundary source and fixed
SECURITY CLASS









source calculations in the forward portion of the reactor utilized 52 radial by 46 axial mesh
intervals. All three calculations employed 13 group P| photon cross sections and an asymmetric
angular quadrature containing 124 angles.
• The use of the DOT-IIW and NAGS output in developing the CRAM radiative sources is
described in following sections.
NSS INTERNAL RADIATION SOURCE
The photon source data by spatial mesh cell is used in NAGS to provide the internal radia-
tion source description. These data are integrated by NAGS to provide the radial, axial, and
energy distribution of photon source in each geometric zone of the analytical model depicted
in Figure 1. The data for each geometric zone are summarized in Table 2 and Figures 2 through
73. The data in Table 2 and Figures 2 through 73 assume that the radial, axial, and energy
distribution of the radiation source in each zone is separable into three distributions. Data in
Table 2 are the total gamma ray energy release (Mev/Sec) in each zone. The radial source
distributions in Figures 2 through 73 are plotted such that:
/R f (R)dR
/RdR




These data comprise the NSS internal radiation source description.
. NSS SURFACE RADIATION SOURCE
The NSS surface angular fluxes which define the NSS surface radiation source on the
CRAM data tapes are obtained from DOT-IIW calculations of the neutron transport and photon
transport in the NSS.
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The neutron leakage flux data are obtained from the DOT-IIW calculations as described
previously. The DOT-IIW output data tapes are linked using the CAFT^)
 code to produce a
single data tape describing the leakage angular fluxes from the NSS surface envelope. The
merging of the DOT-IIWoutput tapes for neutrons results in a single data tape for an analytical
model with a total of 6188 spatial mesh cells arranged in an array of 52 radial by 119 axial
mesh cells. The 119 axial mesh intervals result from data for the 85 axial mesh for the boundary
source DOT-IIW calculation and 34 of 80 axial mesh for the fixed source (aft portion) DOT-IIW
calculation. The radial and axial mesh lines describing the 52 radial and 119 axial mesh inter-
vals are listed in Table 3.
The neutron leakage angular flux tape contains sixteen group data with a total of 48 angular
flux values for each surface mesh interval. The 48 angular directions are defined by the quadra-
ture data given in Table 5. The contents of the magnetic tape for the CRAM NSS surface radia-
tion source for neutrons is described in Table 7. The neutron group structure is given in Table 9.
The photon leakage flux data are obtained from the DOT-IIW calculations as
described previously. DOT-IIW data tapes are added and linked using the CAFT code to
produce o single data tape describing the leakage angular fluxes from the NSS surface envel-
ope. This merging of the DOT-UW output tapes for photons results in a single data tape for
an analytical model with a total of 4160 spatial mesh cells arranged in an array of 52 radial
by 80 axial mesh cells. The 80 axial mesh intervals result from data for the 47 axial mesh
intervals of the boundary source DOT-IIW calculation and 33 of 54 axial mesh intervals
from the fixed source (aft portion) DOT-IIW calculation. The radial and axial mesh lines
describing the 52 radial and 80 axial mesh intervals are listed in Table 4.
The photon leakage angular flux tape contains thirteen group data with a total of 124
angular flux values for each surface mesh interval. The 124 angular directions are defined
by the quadrature data given in Table 6. The contents of the magnetic tape for the CRAM
NSS surface radiation source for photons is described in Table 8.
Acomputercode to assist in conversion of CRAM data tapes at the users computer facility
is listed in Table 10. The CRAM data tapes are written at 800 bpi density on 7 track tape with
a maximum of 3960 BCD characters per record. Each set of 3960 characters contain 240 data
words written with the FORTRAN format (30 (8E15.8, 12>Q)such that each line of 132 charac-
ters contains 8 data words each represented as fifteen characters. The neutron and photon
tape contents are described in Tables 7 and 8.
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TABLE?
CONTENTS OF THE CRAM NSS SURFACE RADIATION
SOURCE DATA TAPE
The CRAM neutron data tape contains:
1. A total of 560 physical records of BCD information written at a density of
800 bpi on 7 tracks.
2. Each physical record contains a maximum of 3960 characters with a total
of 240 data words per record. The 3960 characters were placed on tape
with the FORTRAN format (30(8E15.8, 12X)). This results in thirty (30)
lines of data with 120 (8 x 15) characters of BCD character information
to represent 8 words. Twelve (12) blank characters fill out each line to
a total of 132 characters.
3. The 560 physical records result from a total of 16 sets of 35 records, one set
for each group of the neutron flux solution. The first 34 records of each
35 records are complete records and the 35th of each set contains 792
BCD characters.
4. Data on the CRAM neutron tape are the left-right bounder)' surface
angular fluxes and top-bottom surface angular fluxes for each of 16
groups. These data are in the following order:
, m = 1,48), j = 1,119), ((4>m., m = 1,48), j = 1,52)
where;
4> . is the angular flux for angle number m and left or right
surface mesh interval j,
$ . is the angular flux for angle m and top or bottom surface
mesh interval i.
5. The right boundary surface fluxes are those flux values with a positive
direction cosine u in Table 5. The top boundary surface fluxes are
those flux values with a positive direction cosine »j in Table 5 and the
bottom boundary surface fluxes are those flux values with a negative
direction cosine *i in Table 5.
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TABLE 8
CONTENTS OF THE CRAM NSS SURFACE RADIATION
SOURCE DATA TAPE
The CRAM photon data tape contains:
1. A total of 897 physical records of BCD information written at a density of
800 bpi on 7 tracks.
2. Each physical record contains a maximum of 3960 characters with a total of
240 data words per record. The 3960 characters were placed on tape with
the FORTRAN format (30 (8E15.8, 12X)). This results in thirty (30) lines of
data with 120 (8 x 15) characters of BCD character information to represent
8 words. Twelve (12) blank characters fill out each line to a total of 132
characters.
3. The 897 physical records result from a total of 13 sets of 69 records, one set
for each group of the.photon flux solution. The first 68 records of each 69
records are complete records and the 69th of each set contains 792 BCD
characters.
4. Data on the CRAM photon tape are the left-right boundary surface angular
fluxes and top-bottom surface angular fluxes for each of 13 groups. These
data are in the following order:
(«*mj, m = 1,124), j = 1,80), ((4>m., , = 1,124), j = 1,52)
where;
<t> . is the angular flux for angle number m and left or right surface
' mesh interval j,
<> . is the angular flux for angle m and top or bottom surface mesh
mi . i .interval i.
5. The right boundary surface fluxes are those flux values with a positive direc-
tion cosine u. in Table 6. The top boundary surface fluxes are those flux
values with a positive direction cosine rj in Table 6 and the bottom boundary
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